SELECTED PROJECT EXPERIENCE
RETAIL MALLS - AMERICAS

CD+M Lighting Design Group is an international lighting design consultancy comprised of designers whose work encompasses a variety
of markets. Our award-winning design team has extensive experience creating innovative custom lighting plans to enhance architectural
environments. Our clients include leading architects, interior designers and developers in more than 20 countries worldwide.
With staff in the US, UAE, UK and PRC, our designers are fluent in multiple languages, maintain close ties to global manufacturers and suppliers
and have an excellent understanding of how to integrate lighting into both architecture and landscaping.

PONCE CITY MARKET, ATLANTA GA
Opened in 2014, Ponce City Market is a two million SF,
LEED Gold development transforming Atlanta’s landmark
Sears Roebuck & Co. building into a dynamic mixed-use
destination. The facility houses a variety of residential,
office, dining and retail spaces in a single central locale.
Situated in the middle of several thriving neighborhoods,
CD+M provided lighing design for the entirety of the
project scope including interiors, landscape & site,
facades and parking decks.

THE FORUM SHOPS AT CAESAR’S PALACE, LAS VEGAS, NV
CD+M provided lighting design services
for The Forum Shops recent 175,000
SF expansion. The three-story addition
extended the premier retail development to
Las Vegas Boulevard, and welcomes visitors
in off the Strip with a new grand pedestrian
plaza. Inside, shoppers enjoy and array of
upscale boutiques and restaurants as well
as a spiral escalator – one of only two in
the United States.

CUMBERLAND MALL, ATLANTA, GA
Population growth, increasing
income and new competition
called for an aesthetic overhaul
of Atlanta’s Cumberland Mall.
Establishing a new street front
image was critical to signal
the center’s major re-imaging.
Removal of a vacant anchor
allowed for the development of an
open-air expansion focusing on a
new entrance to center court.
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